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Parents of
slain peace
activist
speak at SU
Megan Lee
Staff Writer
TheLeßoux Room was packed with stu-

Cause for Celebration
Members of the SU Varsity Softball team celebrate the end of the regular season Saturday. The
Redhawks survived into the post season for the first time in its seven year history. They are
seeded fifth in the West Region Div.IINational Tournament.

Rahzel to play Quadstock Remixed
Katie Musselman
Staff Writer

beingbuilt alongtheEgyptianborder.RacUe\

was killed whileprotecting the house ofDr.
Nastallah, a Palestinian pharmacist and his

family.

The Corries talked about Rachel the
"Peacekeeper,"the name givento her by her
friends and family, both here in Washington
and in the Occupied Territories.
Students were interested in hearing their
"

Lisa Whalen, a junior biology major, was
glad to be privy to this personal story and to
hear the Corries talk about related issues,
first-hand. Whalen stressed the importance
of understandingtheIsrael-Palestineconflict.
Though many studentscame to learnmore
about the history and human face of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the discussion they
engaged in may not be so commonplace in
the region itself.

It was hard to miss the largecongregation
ofpeople and foodaroundthe featured band,
Sunday Afternoon, playing on the Student
Center patio at this year's Quadstock Unveil-

ing.
Traditionallyan occasion meant to stir interest in the SU student population for the
biggest campus event ofthe year, the unveiling got its job done this year.
After an hour and ahalf of music, SEAC
members revealed this year's theme,
Quadstock Remixed, followed by the featuredmusical guest: beatbox master Rahzel
from the Roots, featuring DJ JS-One.
"I didn't think they would get someone
like Rahzel, that's awesome," said freshman
pre-major Jessica Boling, who was impressed with this years band bookings
Quadstock, usually a name synonymous
with rock in any form, has taken a turn to
include hip-hop for the first time this year.
The theme Remixed characterizes the variety ofmusic genres of the additional featured
bands, whichinclude Mac, a pop group with
an emo feel,Roundabout,a punk rock group,
and local band The Divorce. Additional
bands include Brighthopped Schmeber and
Iritiash,both of which played inSU'sBattle
of the Bands.
SEAC is on a small budget, which limits
who they canbook for the event, said sophomore pre-business major Melissa Erickson,
Special Events Chair for this year's

.

Quadstock.
Still,Erickson andher colleagues worked
hardon the limited funds they had.Originally
the committee tried to bring in Blackalicious,
who decided to do a concert overseas instead.

dents eager to hear Craig and Cindy Corrie,
the featured speakers at this year's Joseph
Maguire S.J. Dinner, talk about their daughter Thursday night.
Their daughter, Rachel Corrie, isthe peace
activist from Olympia who was crushed to
death by a DR9 Caterpillar bulldozer on the
GazaStrip March 16, 2003, at the age of23.
She was part of the International Solidarity
Movement(ISM) trying toprevent theIsraeli
Army from destroying Palestinian homes in
Rafah, a city on the southern border of the
Gaza Strip.
In Rafah, the Israeli Army is dismantling
homes to make wayforthe widesecurity strip

See CORRIE, Page 4
Tyler Tafeaga (bass), Rick Paz (vocals), Ryan Janac (drums)
and Joey Unger (guitar) from "Sunday Afternoon" perform at
the Quadstock Unveiling.
Erickson thendecided to book Rahzel.
Tiana Chong,senior biology and chemistry major, observedbefore the unveiling that
Quadstock is "fun to go to withfriends, even
though there usually aren't very good
bands."
However, when this year's lineup wasrevealed, Eric Olson, a senior computer science major decided, "That'll be interesting.
But it is my last year so I'll go no matter
what."
Thecommittee's decision tobring ina feature hip-hop artist instead of the traditional
rock groupis an attempt to appeal to a wider
range of students' interest, said freshman
journalism major Megan Peter, also a
Quadstock Committee member.
"We decided it was time to do something
different, so we made this year's theme
Quadstock Remixed and brought in a really
diverse line-up fromhardalternative to pop."
In addition to the change in music genre

featured at Quadstock,Peter mentioned other
changes thecommittee made this year.
For those who are 21 and over, the committee has made an effort to bring in better
quality beer for thebeer garden.
Though the mix ofbands combined with
the Quadstock committee and SEAC's efforts to bring in more appealing pre-show
entertainment has brought amixed reaction
from students, general interest in this traditionally popular event has not faltered.
"I don't really like who is playing, but I
know a lot of people who are excited about
it,"commented freshman EnglishMajor Jessica Gaylord.
Quadstock is scheduled to take place on
May 22. Pre-sale tickets will begin next
week, and for the first 200 tickets sold, recipients will get a free CD sampler of the
featured bands. Pre-sale tickets are $8, and
all other tickets will be $10 for students and
$15 for non-students.

Corrie died in the Gaza
Strip in 2003. Her last
e-mail home, as read by
her parents speaking at
Seattle University last
week, ended, "Let me
know if you have any
ideas about what I
should do with the rest
of my life. Ilove you
very much..."

For more information, visit:

www.rachelcorrie.org
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The Sue Naef Scholars
presents

The Last Lecture
with

Fr. David Leigh, S.J.
"Finding One's Images"
Wednesday, May 19, 2004
7:00PM

Wyckoff Auditorium

National Alcohol
Screening Day
surveys hint at
student alcohol use
Kalyn Kelley
Staff Writer
Last Wednesday Seattle
University's Student Health
Center and Counseling Center
sponsored National Alcohol
Screening Day on campus, encouraging students to come and
have their alcohol use evaluated.
Though many students
around campus were unsure
what the event was really about,
booths in both the Student Center and Pigott Building soon
became overwhelmed with students curious about their risk
for alcohol abuse.
"It's been really steady,"
commented Megan Lindley, a
volunteer at the Student Center
booth.
Students visiting the event
began by filling out a survey
detailing their average alcohol

that could signal the beginning
of a drinking problem and encouraged students under the a£e
of 21 not to drink at all. Most
importantly they noted, if
drinking is getting in the w%
of living a fully functioning
life, then it is a problem that
needs to be addressed.
Volunteers working at the
event did admit, however, that
those most likely to be at high «
risk, or those already with an alcohol problem are far less likely
to come and be evaluated than
those with healthy drinking
habits.
V
"Most of the people we asr
seeing are returning low-risk
scores on their surveys," noted
Lindley. Others, they noted,
may not see their levels of consumption as anything out of the
ordinary.
As a general guideline, volunteers referred to the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and

consumption, family history
with alcohol and any medical Alcoholism (NIAAA) which

THE HONORS PROGRAM
presents

THE TOUCHSTONE LECTURES
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"Is it Rational to Believe In
God?"
Anselm's OntologicalArgument
BY

DAN DOMBROWSKI
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

A Thotnistic Response
BY
FR. JAMES REICHMANN, S.j.
PROFESSOR EMERITUS
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

Monday, May 10, 2004
7:30-9:00 PM
Wyckoff Auditorium
Reception to follow

conditions that could be affected by drinking. Other questions focused on a person's feelings about drinking and any
negative effects it has had on
their life or the lives of those
around them. Questions such
as, "Have you or someone else
been injured as a result of your
drinking?" and "How often
have you needed a drink in the
morning to get yourselfgoing?"
wereincluded to help determine
how great an effect alcohol has
had on an individual and those
around them.
Following the 23-question
survey, students were invited to
speak with counselors stationed
at the booths to evaluate their
answers, ask questions, and set
up, if necessary, a follow-up appointment.
"These surveys are not for us
to compile information about
students. They are simply so
that they can learn about themselves and their risks for alcoholism," noted Counseling Center Director, Susan Hawkins.
Students visiting the event were
given free bottles ofNaked juice,
highlighters, and were entered
into a drawing for a $50 gift certificate. Though the handouts
drew in some students, most admitted they had really come to
find out what their risk level was
or to ask if friends or family
members might have a problem.
"It was really helpful," noted
sophomore nursing major Thi
Le of the event. "It gave me an
idea of what to be cautious of."
Counselors working at the
booths advised students of signs

sets the daily limit for alcohol
consumption at four or fewer
drinks a day or fewer than 14
drinks a week for men. For
women, the plan suggests three
or fewer drinks a day or fewer
than seven drinks a week for
women. Under NIAAA guidelines, one drink is defined as
one 12-ounce beer, one fiveounce glass of wine,or one oneand-a-half ounce shot of hard
liquor. The NIAAA notes in its
publications however, that this
can often be deceiving, as many
drinks are packaged in sizes
several times larger than the
standard one-drink measure-

ment.

This event parallels similar
screening events at universities
around the country in the month
of April, focused on raising student awareness of problem
drinking. On campus, faculty
and staffhave come together to
create the Wellness Task Force.
Headed by Liz Skofield in the
office of Student Development,
the group's focus is addressing
alcohol and substance problems
at Seattle University.
For students who were unable
to attend the screenings last week,
a free on line versionis stillavailable for those who wish to assess
their drinking levels. The program is accessible through the
Student Health Center home
page. The online version, though
slightly different from that of the
written survey, covers the same
general topics and provides students with contact numbers and
resources at the endof theevaluation.
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Theology professor introduces new book on Buddhism.

Trisha Leonard
Copy Editor
Dr.Sharon Suh, Theology and Religious

Studiesprofessor at Seattle University, announced the publication of her first book
to the campus community last Wednesday.
Over 60 attendees came to the book
reading and reception, opened and arrangedby Mara Adelman, inorder to hear
about Dr.Suh's book, BeingBuddhist in a
Christian World: Gender and Community
in a Korean American Temple.
The University of Washington Press released Dr. Suh's book last March. It's a
collection of interviews of 25 menand 25
women, revealing the personal tales of
maintaining spirituality in a fast-paced
society.
Dr.Suh did the interviews while she was
at aKorean American Buddhist temple in
California. The book is based on her experiences and encounters with the people
there.
"I think that it's important that we not
onlyproduce it [scholarly work], but that
wecelebrate it," saidAdelman.
The forum began with a commentaryby
Dr. Suh's editor from the University of
WashingtonPress,Michael Duckworth. He

described thebook asbeing a contribution
to American ethnic studies and an illumination of the immigrant experience.
"It takes a lot of careful, hard work and
trust to get the type of interviews you see
here," commented Duckworth. "We're really excited about this book. Ithink it's
going to have a long and durable shelf
life."
Next, Stephen Chan, a colleague of Dr.
Suh's, gave an introduction. He referred
to the philosophy ofConfucianism by saying that itis necessary to "defer oneself to
those [that are] wiser."
"Teaching and learning are twins
therefore they grow together," said
Chan. "They arenot mutually exclusive,
but mutually enriching."
Chancommented on the uniqueness of
Dr. Suh's book by complimenting her
choice to focus on the people themselves.
"Religion does not rest in abstraction,
but in the daily life of its people," he
said.
He elaborated by saying that religion
is about both idea and process, and that
this book "elevates the mission of inclusion for every one of us."
After the introductions, the audience
welcomed Dr. Suh to the podium. She began by giving various thanks to family,
friends and other contributors to the publication process.
"I am now the new poster child for
Buddhism," she said of the publicity for
the forum. "I'm coming to terms with
that."
Dr. Suh said that her drive for writing
the book was to study something that

—

"This book is about how pedffi&bdrhe^CD
terms with their messy lives in a Buddhist
temple. It's about how peoplefind orientation in their lives when things fall apart."
-Dr. Sharon Suh, professor of Theology
and Religious Studies
One of the issues talked about in Being Buddhist is life in America for im-

self-reliant.
One such story is about a woman
named Christine, a 52-year-old woman
with children from different marriages,
who she describes as being "remarkable." In the past 30 years, Christine
describes herselfas having been to "hell
and back."
Christine came to America in 1974 and
felt her life was unraveling in the new
culture. She felt she had no support network, which caused her to be lonely and
devastated. Christine began to blame her
problems on other people. Because of
this, her kids would avoid her, and she
blamed her husband for leaving her. She
decided to try returning to Buddhism,
which showed her that the fault was in
her. This self-realization changed her
life and taught her to take theblame herself. She realized that it was her Karma.
Men also face challenges,particularly in

migrants. Among the hardships she
brings up are racism and economic inequality. She also talks about identity
crisis due to Americanizaiton.
Nearly 80 percent ofKorean Americans
claim to bemembers ofChristian churches,
but 40 percent convert when they come to
the United States.
"It is said that when two Chinese come
to America, they open a Laundromat.
When two Japanese come, they open a
business; and when two Koreans come to
America, they open a church," said Dr.
Suh. "But that doesn't tell the other side."
Dr. Suh wanted to investigate why immigrants hold on to their religion and
how they deal with positivism when
their own ethnic group marginalizes
them.
"It's all about Karma, but it's also
regards to lower economicsecurity andsoabout connections," she said.

was accessible. The major themes in
Women in particular face traditional
Being Buddhist are divorce, coming of stereotypes.
age (in relation to children and cultural
Feminism, she said, "is a monolithic
norms) and religion itself.
sense faced on a model of western re"This book is about how people come sistance." She mentioned that women

to terms with their messy lives in a Bud- will challenge and resist the stereotype
dhist temple," she said. "It's about how in private because they are uncomfortpeople find orientation in their lives when able with the Western movement.
things fall apart."
"Everyday Buddhists have a self that
In her book, Dr. Suh aimed to "de- they want to assert and individuate," she
exoticize" Buddhism.
said.
"I'm really interested in real Buddhists
The stories show that for many people,
in real time," she said. "I want to allow Buddhism is a way for people to help find
Buddhists to be selfish and still be Bud- their own mind, realizing things on their
dhist."
own, changing themselves and becoming

cial status.

By focusing on narratives, Dr. Suh "allowed people to voice their self in a context where it isoften challenged."
Dr. Suhalso talked about thebarriers between immigrants andtheirAmericanized
children. Many people didn't want their
kids to become "too Americanized," which
ended up causing many parents to have to
choose between their ethnicity and religion. Most people chose ethnicity, which
is why many immigrants settle for
Christiandom.
"Buddhism takes pieces to make a coherent self," she said.

|Make it brief; a look at upcoming events
One thousand paper cranes
As part of a celebration ofAsian Pacific Islander (API)Heritage month, Seattle University community members are helping fold
origami. OMSA and the AsianPacificIslander
Student Union plan to present the products of
the community's efforts-one thousandpaper
cranes— to the residents ofNikkei Manor, an
assisted living facility intheinternational District.
.
underwayFriday
Crane construction will be
11:30-1:30 in Paccar atrium in Pigott and
Thursday and Friday in BellarmineHall from
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Experimental music performance
AonoJikken Ensemble (AJE) willbe performing experimental music in the Vachon Room of
the Fine Arts building on May 7 and May Bat
7:30 p.m. Instruments used by the group range
from traditional ones to found objects and
children's toys. A ticket isneeded to get into this
event. RSVP by e-mail tojosephs@seattleu.edu.-
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Toulouse lecture coming soon

Roman Catholic Theology Professor and
philosopher Francis Schussler Fiorenza of
Harvard Divinity Studies will give the
Toulouselecture sponsored by SU's philoso-6-8 p.m.
phy department this year. Fiorenza is the
For more information contact Leilani Balais
former president ofthe Catholic Theological
at (206) 296-6072.
Society ofAmerica.
The lecture is scheduled to delve into the
Read
and
remember
more
faster
topics of justice, hermeneutics, and political
Education discussion
The Center for Student Success and the Learn- theology May 13 at 7:30 p.m. in Wykoff AuSeattle community leaders, SU alumni, faculty, staffand students willcongregate to dis- ing Center have organized a workshop to help ditorium.

.
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CORRIE (Continued from Page 1)
"People from the region don't really even talk about
this issue," said sophomore Coo Barimani, a third
generation Palestinian.
The presentation, titled "Rachel Corrie: Her Parents'
Perspective," was more than just her parents'
perspective. Their presentation put a face on the
conflict in this volatile region and the hardships of the
people living there. The presentation offered a reallife example of the atrocities continuing to happen in
the battle to control this small, historical region.
Rachel Corrie felt strongly about what is happening
in the occupied regions of Palestine andhow it affects
the children who live there.
In one of her e-mails to friends and family, later
published in the Guardian, she said, "I don't know if
many of the children here [Rafah] have ever existed
without tank-shell holes in their walls and the towers
of an occupying army surveying them constantly from
the near horizons. Ithink, although I'm not entirely
sure, that even the smallest of these children
understand that life is not like this everywhere. An
eight-year-old was shot and killed by an Israeli tank
two days before Igot here, and many of the children
— —
murmur his name to me Ali or point at the posters
of him on the walls...there are eight-year-olds here
much more aware of the workings of the global power
structure than Iwas just a few years ago."
The Corries took the podium with composure after
dinner while an excerptfrom oneof Rachel's heartfelt
e-mails accompaniedby her photograph on the screen
behind them.
Corrie's mother, Cindy, explained that Rachel feltIsrael
—
wasa forsaken place a place she gravitated towards. As
the slide show began to flow so did her father's voice.
The Corries talked about their daughter and her history
of activism, which began around age 10, and the path
which led her to Palestine. They talkedabout the United
States involvement in the region. They talked about the
violence and the future of the region.
The s\\de show consisted oV photographs taken by
the Corries and Rachel herself. There were
photographs of Rachel, draped in a black-and-white
scarf, speaking in Rafah, and photographs of children
and houses. They pointed out how things had changed
and continue to do so under the presence of the Israeli
army.
In the fall, following Rachel's death, her parents
—
visited Rafah to see the people who saw their

The Corries were shown the
bullet holes on the children's
bedroom wall, and where
Rachel had slept with the
children, "in a puddle of
blankets." Then, they
informed the audience that
just months after they left
Rafah Dr. Nastallah's house,
too, was destroyed.
They talked about how Dr.
Nastallah
and
other
Palestinians whose homes,
gardens and wells are being
are
not
destroyed
reimbursed— "they are lucky
to get out alive." And once
they are out they must figure
out where to go amongst
snipers and check points.
Multi-generational families
are

left

homeless,

impoverished, traumatized
and ruined.
The Corries also met other
activists (the people who had
last seen their daughter before
she was crushed by bulldozer
drivers who claim they never
saw her).

The Corries are speaking
out about what happened
because they feel taking
action is a way to seek justice,
as well as a way to help them

deal with their grief.
They first spoke publicly
about her deathin Olympia, and
then at what would have been
her graduation,fromEvergreen
State College. Corrie graduated
posthumously, with only a few
credit hours remaining to

William Hurd

Craig and Cindy Corrie speak about their daughter, Rachel,
and her history of activism.

complete her degree.
"People began contacting
us about accepting awards for Rachel, so we went, and
referred to as a "gamut of religious riffraff:" people
beganspeaking, then more and more people wanted to
from all faiths involved with the struggle for a peaceful
give her awards and we wanted to be there," Cindy
resolution in the region.
daughter last. They visited Dr. Nastallah's house and Corrie said.
Her parents recalled the fear in her voice when she
Through this they have spoken at many universities phoned
met the family. They ate a meal on the floor and
home on her cell phone for the first time. Cindy
rommunicated with them, though the children joked and have thus become involved in the peace process. Corrie quoted her daughter's e-mails often and tried
how they didn't speak Arabic as well as Rachel did. Craig Corrie discussed meeting what he jokingly to convey Rachel's thoughts about what was happening
there.

In her e-mails Rachel explained her experiences
inIsrael and Palestine and compared these children's
lives to hers growing up in Olympia. Sheleft college
and Olympia in January2003, and arrivedin the West
Bank for training with the International Solidarity
Movement (ISM).
The ISM is a Palestinian led non-violent
movement of Palestinian and international activists
working to raise awareness of the struggle for

William Hurd

Students, faculty and staff listen to Craig and Cindy Corrie.

Palestinian freedom and an end to the Israeli
occupation in Gaza and the West Bank.
Craig Corrie commented on Rachel's writing and
said she loved to write. He mentioned, "I always
expectedher to writethe next Great Americannovel."
Her parents don't want Rachel's life to end there.
Neither did Dan Moriarty,Social Justice Minister,
a key organizer of the Corries' visit to SU.
Moriarty went to school with Rachel's cousin
Beth, and contacted his old classmate. He
requested that she contact the Corries and invite
them to come to speak here at SU.
He stressed the importance of living out faith in
service of justice.
Rachel "Peacekeeper" Corrie was a fitting focus
for this annual event named for Washington native
Joseph Maguire, S.J.. Maguire was the first director
ofCampus Ministry at Seattle University, from 1965
until 1980. He returned in 1987 to serve as alumni
chaplain untilhis death in 1995 at the age of 67. He
also served as Director of Student Activities, as
moderator of The Spectator student newspaper, and
Director of Alumni relations, and lived in the
student resident halls.
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Capturing the everyday beauties of Seattle University
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Kate Opatz
Staff Writer
You may not recognize the
name Anil Kapahi, yet he may
have changed your life. Remember the enticing photos of
clean dorms, excited students
and a blossoming campus that
convinced you to apply to Seattle University?
Kapahi is responsible for the
photographs in the glossy recruitment brochures you found
in your mailbox during your
college search.
It has been eight years since
Kapahihappened to see a notice
for a position as a photographer
at SU. At the time, he was about
to close the studio on Broadway
andPike which hehadowned for
12 years.
Digital studios were becoming more and more popular for
the catalogues he had made a
career out of producing, and
Kapahi had decided against in-

Kapahi simply "picked up a
camera one day" and discovered his passion.
Kapahi particularly enjoys his
job at SU because it offers him
the time to pursue photography
on a personal level. His free time
is spent capturing people, especially those he meets on his frequent trips out of the country.
Photography has taken Kapahi
to Africa and India four times in
the past eight years and he has
amassed a collection of vivid
printsreflecting thecultureof the
countries and the personalities of
Photoby WilliamHurd
his subjects.
Kapahi has worked for
He recently returned from
SU for eight years.
Nicaragua where his job was to
However, the time he spent as document a volunteer group
a student teacher made him re- through photographs.
Kapahi was able to remain for
consider.
"It wasn't quite me," he says. an extra two days to take indiHe was a self-described "jack vidual portraits for his own
of all trades" at the time, hold- sake. He notes that his trips
ing a wide variety of jobs be- have given him "perspective on
fore "stumbling into" photogra- my life here."
Kapahi has always had a parphy. Instead of receiving a forarea,
ticular interest in Africa.
mal education in the

vesting his time and changing
his business to keep up with this
trend.
Instead, he applied for the job
at SU.
With his experience in digital photography and familiarity
with a variety of subjects,
Kapahi was hired for the position which was, as he puts it,"a
perfect fit."
In addition to snapping pictures of daily college life
around SU, his time in the Publications Office is now spent
maintaining a digital database,
scanning and tracking down
alumni for photos.
Kapahi was born in India, but
at age eight his family came to
Seattle to be with his father who
had gottena job with Boeing. Excluding a year in San Francisco
and a brief period in Bellingham,
Kapahi has lived in Seattle ever
since.
A history major at the University of Washington, his original
desire was to become a teacher.

across the street from Seattle University, held a

silent auction on Friday,April 30 to benefit the National Breast Cancer Foundation. The auction ineluded such items as a candle gift basket, which
had rose scented candies with fake rose petals
and a plush dole inside, and an EMP certificate for
a year's free membership, his is the second year
that Circle K has held a silent auction benefiting a
cancer research foundation. Last year it benefited
the American Lung Cancer Association.
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"There is a certain mythology
there," he explains, "Iwas always
intrigued by the reality Imight
discover when Igot there. It is a

dark and mysterious continent."
Kapahi has shown his work in
the Kinsey Gallery and has had
thoughts about someday publishing a book ofhis photographs. In
the meantime, though, he is perfectly content in his current job.
He can easily envision himself
remaining at Seattle University
until retirement.
"There is nothing glamorous
about my job,but Istill think it
is one of the best jobs on campus," Kapahi says, "Ihave contact with a wide range of people
from plumbers to faculty to students."
While many people await retirement for the sole purpose of
abandoning their job, Kapahi
plans to spend his golden years
catching up on his reading and
taking pictures as he always has.
"Photography is not just what
Ido, it's who Iam."
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Softball to regional tournament
AustinBurton

Staff Writer
In a year of transition, one in which fans
wouldn'thavebeensurprisedby a subpar performance, theyrespondedby playing better
than any team that hadtaken the fieldbefore
them. For that, the Seattle University softball team wasrewardedbothindividually and
as a unit.But with the regular seasonbehind
them, the program now heads into unchartered territory: the playoffs.
The Redhawks (27-13 overall, 19-5 in
GNAC) were ranked No. 5 in the West Regionin the final regular season NCAA Division IIsoftball poll, earninga spotin the regional tournamentand setting themselves up
for a chance to play in theNCAA national
championship tournament later thismonth.
The 2004 seasoncouldhave been a writeoffyear for SU.After posting a losingrecord
in '03 and failing to capitalize on the momentum the program seemed to be gaining,
ex-headcoach JimGentleman resigned.Add
to that the departure ofgraduating senior outfielder Brittany Sullivan,one of the team's
on-andoff-field leaders andbest players, and
it seemed like a .500 finish wouldbe areasonablegoal at best.The team didhave a solid
young core, but after starting the '04 season
2-4,itlooked to be a down year.
Then the Redhawks went on a six-game
winning streak in mid-March, and the team
has rolled from there. Another nine-game
winning streak in mid-April allowed SU to
grab second place in the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference behindHumboldt State,

on the mound with a 14-5 record and teamhigh 1.96 ERA, third-best in the conference.
In winning theGNACco-Pitcher ofthe Year
Award,she finishedthe seasonwitha schoolrecord 10 straight wins, and in 17 starts
pitched 14 complete games. She struck out
34batters while walking just 13. Sophomore
Erin Kemper (8-4, 3.26 ERA) and senior
Petey Sonnett (5-4, 2.14) rounded out the
rotation.
Junior center fielder Liz Meyer was the
Redhawks'main threat at the plate. Her.393
batting average was third-best in the GNAC
andher .490 on-base percentage wasbest in
the conference. Meyer also led SU in runs
scored (33), hits (48), walks (22) and total
bases (56, tied with Jaime HesselgesserWright). A junior outfielder who transferred
fromLower Columbia Community College,
Hesselgesser-Wright won the GNAC Newcomer ofthe YearAward.She was secondon
the team with25 RBI, andhad teamhighs in
triples (four) and slugging percentage(.519,
fifthin GNAC). She also tied withfreshman
catcherAmandaNilles for the teamlead with
threehome runs. Nilles led the team with 27
RBI.
Other standouts included sophomoreright
fielder Marjalena Santos (.359 batting average), senior second baseman Carrie Ward
(.343 average, .455 OBP, 25 runs, 10 doubles,
two home runs), freshman infielder Katie
Ledbetter (.330 average, 24 RBI), junior
catcher Krystal Duncan (.301 average,seven
steals) and senior thirdbaseman Sarah Carrier (.300 average, 10 doubles, two home
runs).

Photos by William Hurd

Hewitt, who was named GNAC co-pitcher of the year, went
14-5 with a 1.96 ERA. She set a schoolrecord with 10
straight winsand also made the All-GNAC first team.

Intotal, sevenRedhawksmadetheGNAC
FiveCrusader errors playeda bigpart in a
all-conference team. Duncan and Meyer 9-0 rout in the first game, as Santos went 2was able to put it together offensively and joinedHewitt onthe first team.Carrier,Ward, for-2 with an RBI anda run scored. Meyer
defensively,postinga GNAC-best 1.52 ERA Nilles and Hesselgesser-Wright made the
went 2-for-2 and three runs scored, while
inconference games and a.305 teambatting second team.
Wardhad anRBIand scored twice. Sonnett
average, second in the seven-team league.
In the regular season's final two games, the
picked
up the win on the mound, giving up
Earlier this week,Powers wasnamed GNAC Redhawks swept a doubleheader against just
one hit.
Coachof the Year.
Northwest Nazarene in Nampa, Idaho, on
Hewitt pitched the team to a 3-1 win in
Senior pitcher JenniferHewitt led the way May 1.
two,
t\\eV/estRegion's top seed.
Under new head coach Dan Powers, SI/

Game

striking

out

five and walking

none. Nilles and Ledbetter both had RBI

triples in the top of the seventh inning that
proved to be the difference.
SU opens the regional tournament today
at 9 a.m. today at Humboldt State, playing
against fourth-seeded San Francisco State.
The Gators finished the regular season 39-23, witha 23-13record in the CaliforniaCol-

Carrier (left) was named to the team All-GNAC second team,
her fourth all league nod. The third baseman batted .300 with a
team high 10 doubles and two homeruns.

legiateAthleticAssociation.They are ledby

sophomorepitcher Sonja Garnett, whohas a
25-11 record and 0.81 ERA. Garnett has
pitched 11 shutouts and struck out 121 batters. Senior catcher Rachel Darrow leads
SFSU at the plate with a .324 average, six
home runs and 26 RBI.
If theybeat SFSU the Redhawks will play
Humboldt State, who won their third consecutive GNAC title after going 21-3 in
league and 51-13 overall. Western New
Mexico, California State-Bakersfield and
California State-Dominguez Hills are also
playing in the tournament.
The winner of the tournament willadvance
to the NCAA D-II national tournament,
scheduled for May 11 16 inOrlando,Fla.

-

The class of '04: Ward, Hewitt, Briggs, Sonnett, Doubek and
Carrier were honored before SU's doubleheader against Western Oregon on April 29th.
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New fitness, rec center plans made
MadeleineHottman
Staff Writer

sity wanted to keepthe tennis courts, butthat the tennis courts
were the best site for the new facilities from the options they
had.
According toCarragher, the plan is toput new tennis courts
Seattle University's newfitness andrecreation center comupper levelabovethe parking lot at the Connolly Cenonan
crucial
decisions
about
thenew
recreation
mittee made some
ter. The soccer house will also not be a loss because the
center last Tuesday.
Although the Connolly Center has servedthe needs of the tradeoff will benefit the teams.
"They didn't really have a say in it [the decision to take
university for almost30 years, projectplanners say theneeds
out the soccer house] but the soccer teamhas lockers on the
of future generations have changed.
According to Tim Leary, vice president for student devel- field instead of walking all the way from Connolly, theyget
opment, the new fitness and recreation center is part of an whole new concessions, and more and better equipment,"
Hildwein said.
entire project to make SU's athletics amongthe best.
Aside from the site, the committee also decided on what
"The focus is on the whole student, not just academics,"
they
want in the new recreation center. Oneof their goals is
Leary said.
The planning committee, consisting of Olson Sundberg to create a fitness center that will last a long time.
"What we really wantis fitness cardio because that won't
Kundig Allen Architects, Tim Leary, Nancy Gerou, Anne
out," Leary said."We want to avoid trendy."
go
Carragher,Trip Switzer and Don Hildwein,a senior journalThecommittee has examined the
ism major, has come to a consensus about some of
facilities
from several universities,
the specifics about the recreation center.
including
University of WashingThe pink surveys available during the beginning "The
is on
ton,
Washington UniverWestern
of winter quarter helped the administrators and arstudent,
the
whole
sity,
Washington
State University,
chitects to include the student voice inthe decisionFranciscoState
University, and
San
making process.
academnot
buildings
with
compared
those
"The survey played alarge part in this process,"
to
they
incorporate
what
could
SU's
said Dr. Nancy Gerou, interim athletic director. "It
facilities,
confirmed something in my mind that not only do
Leary, Vice
Tim
hat we hope to include in the
machines,
weight machines
we have to have cardio
President
of
Stuis: a gym, leisure pool,
ing
and free weights, but we also have to make an infour
exercise/dance
classrooms of
Development
door running track our priority. Thearchitects had
dent
sizes,
a
meeting
different
room for
,
deleted itbecause it was toohard tomakeit fit.Now
functions,
meetings
and
offices
for
it's a part of the facility."
workers,
wall,
two
climbing
a
small
locker
staffand
student
many
Gerou,
According to
the pink survey did not show
students' opinions, so the next survey is supposed to helpthe rooms, a weight room, a cardio machine room, free weight
room, walk-in reception area, small juice bar at the entrance
architects decide more details.
are
beingdeveloped
with area andsupport space for employees,"Carragher said. "This
"The plans for the newrec center
Sports
ManagementGroup
inassociation with local ar- is all on the list of what we want, however,we mayhave to
The
Sundberg
Kundig Allen Architects," shave it as the price tag rises and/or our fundraising goal is
chitectural firm Olson
lower."
Carragher,
said Anne
directorof recreational sports.
According to Gerou, the committee will continue to look
Sports
has
with
athManagement
Group
experience
The
at
various facilities and apply the good aspects of each to
They
west
coast.
have
received
complexes
letic
around the
multiple awards for their buildings on college campuses in what they want for SU's new building.

focus

REDHAWKS
SPORTS &

LEISURE
CALENDAR

just

ics/-

"We found Jots ofpositivethings and things to be surenot
said. "We're going to go around and look at
that
we
more
haven't looked at yet.
The funds for the new building, which willbe needed in
excessof $25 million,willcome from the capital campaign.
The campaign, which is a fundraising campaign theuniver-

California,Oregon, Ohio andMichigan.

to do," Gerou

Olson SundbergKundig Allen Architects have workedon
SU's Law School building andthe Student Center, as well as
other buildings around Seattle.
"Theseare some of the best architects and fitness facility
companies wecould find," Leary said.
In the planning process, the committee had three initial
plans to create a new recreation center. They decided on a
plan to build on top ofthe existing tennis courts and take out
the soccer house. The entrance to the new center will bebetween 13th and 14th Street. He also mentioned the univer-

sity does every decade, willlast between two and five years.
According to Gerou, the campaign is currently in the quiet
phase and has not yet been launched.
Students can expect a new building once funds are raised
for the new facility.
Mariners

Kevin Curley

E

Rock

ite plays from the past 10 years. They stick with them
Sports Columnist
through the winning and losing seasons.
How can fans not be supportive? Baseball is exciting,
far;
who exhilarating, revitalizing and somber at times.It brings
Okay, so theMariners are having abad year so
plenty
of excitement to childrenthat show upearly to agame to watch
cares? It's still early in the season and there are
say
people
their favorite player warm-up. It represents team sports at
games remaining. Ican't stand it when 1hear
the Mariners suck.Give meabreak!
Baseball is not just about thenine guys on the field;it's
If it was a guarantee that every year the team would be
course
wininteresting.
Of
we'dlove
about the fans and their devotion to their home team. Just
great it wouldn't be
Series,
to
moving
on the World
but like all other sports,baseball requires fans.
ning the pennant and
team
time?
all the
There's nothing like the feelingyou get when your team
shouldn't the fans back "their"
theRed
Sox.I
was
up
watching
Igrew inMassachusetts
has just scored two runs andis still down by one run with
Rice,
Marty
Evans,
Boggs,
Dwight
a fan of Wade
Jim
no outs in the bottom of theninth inning. The crowd is on
Barrett,Mike Greenwell, and Bill Buckner. Itkilled me to their feet,remnants of "the wave" still circulate the stawatch Buckner miss an easy ground ball hit by Mookie dium and you can'thear the person sitting next to you.
All you feelis this unbelievable presencesupporting the
Wilson to first base and then eventually losing the 1986
being
pumped
up
I
also
remember
for
team.
World Series. But
another run at the world series the following season.
The teams in the dugouts are leaning against the rails
eyes are on the battle between the pitcher and the
fell
somehardtimes.
day,
that
fateful
theRedSox
on
andall
After
Eventually,bignameplayers,like Dwight Evans andWade batter.
That's what baseball is all about.
Boggs,movedon to other teams and the Sox wereleft with
no nameplayers. We had somebad years,but FenwayPark
It's not about your teamhavingabad day,butthe excitewas always packed with cheering, devoted fans and the ment with everyball thrown 90 feet to an awaitingplayer.
You never know what will happen, but it's the time you
smell ofbaseball was in the air.
Lately, there has been a dark cloud over Safeco Field. spend with your best friend, your family, or your signifiWe're not hearing the big cheers from the crowd when our cant other that makes itall worthwhile.
team takes the field,and fans ofpast winning seasonshave
Even though theMariners are off to a slow start, they're
opted not to back their boys; aresult ofnotbeing true fans. still our team.If anything, they need our support the most
A fan that loves their team doesn't care about how good during these dark days.
So go out and support the Mariners. They'vealways had
orbad their team is doing.Theygo togames, watch themat
hole,
or listen to them on the radio.
our support when they were at the top ofthe standings and
their local watering
They watch players grow andcan remember their favor- they should still get our support.

Thursday.May 6th
Softball @ Regionals
Jazzercise7:15-8:15 a.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Conditioning 4:30-5:30p.m. @Connolly Classroom
Yoga 4:30-5:45 p.m. @ Multi-useRoom

Golf5-6 p.m. @ Jefferson Golf Course
KyokushinKarate 7:15-9 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
Kung Fu 6-7:30p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Friday.May 7th
Softball @ Regionals
KyokushinKarate 6-8 p.m. @Connolly Classroom

Saturday. May Bth
Softball @ Regionals
Track @ GNAC Outdoor Championships

Kyokushin Karate3-5 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Monday. May 10th
Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Yoga 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 6-7 p.m. @Connolly Center

Hip Hop 7-8 p.m. @Connolly Classroom

Tuesday. May 11th
Jazzercise 7:15-8:15 a.m. @Connolly Classroom
Conditioning 4:30-5:30p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
KyokushinKarate 7:30-9 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Kung Fu 6-7:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Boxing 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Wednesday. May 12th
Spinning 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Center

Incredißall 12:05-12:35p.m. @ Multi-use Room
Yoga 4:30-5:30p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room
Hip Hop 5:30-6:30p.m. @Connolly Classroom
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Tutoring: placing a new spin on homework
Amy Daybert
News Editor
"What are you here to do?" says a
womanin the front of the classroom.

"Homework!" respond boys and
girls in unison before finding a place to
sit.
The bellhas alreadysignaled the
end of the regular school day, but room
seven is still buzzing with activity.
Sheets ofmath problems, various
books, pencils and tutors are scattered
among second and third-graders who
have what their teacher can only
describe as "nervous energy."
"We're short on tutors today,"
says the teacher who assures me that
most students have their readingbooks,
while another tutor wavesme over to
assist a student with her math homework.
This is Homework Club, an after
school programdesigned to help
students at Bailey Gatzert Elementary
with reading, writing andmathhomework. This programis one opportunity
available through the Children's
LiteracyProject (CLP) for Seattle
University students and community
members to volunteer as tutors for
kindergarten througheighth grade
students insix Seattle schools.
"[CLP] has aliterary emphasis
but there's a need for tutoring in math,
motivational and organizational skills,"
saidBrooke Kempner,program
assistant for CLP.

"/ love helping children

learn. When they have

difficulty with assignments and Iam able to
help them, Ifeel a sense
"

of accomplishment.

Angela Rassilyer

Humanities maior

The program, which began in 1990
to commemorate the University's centennial,has trained over 4,000 tutors who

have volunteered for over 55,700 collective hours.
Onereason this program has been
successful is due to the return rate of
tutors. While a portion of those who tutor
do so inorder to satisfy service learning
requirements for various classes, many
volunteers choose to dedicate more than
the required one hour a week to tutoring
and continue tutoring long past the three
months in a quarter.
"This [Spring] quarter wehave 170
tutors. A new recordsince I've been here,"

commented Sally Haber, director ofCLP
since September 2001. The total number of
spring tutors includes 59 students who are
involved with service learning and 92 who
are returning from previous tutoring
experiences. A trend, which,according to
Haber, fits.
"Usually between 50 to 60 percent of
our tutors stay on past the one quarter
minimum required," she said.
Kempner, a SU graduate involved in
CLP before becoming a program assistant,
said, "[CLP] is so rewarding,especially if
you stick with it long term to see the
progress. It's a good feeling to know
you'vehelped."
All volunteers must attend a training
sessionbefore they can begintutoring on a
regular basis. Two-to-three hour sessions
for volunteers wanting to tutor during the
spring quarter were heldin early April.
The training consists of learning how to
work withkids in a school environment,
positive discipline,cultural diversity and
teaching strategies. Training sessions occur
once per quarter.

However,some things about working

with children can'tbe taught in a training
session.
"If you'relucky it'll be one-to-one
usually
but
there are two to threekids
tapping you on your shoulder saying, 'I
need help. Ineed help!' and that gets hard
sometimes," saidMarisa Mar-Jones, a
freshman pre-major who tutors at Bailey
Gatzert.
Freshmanpsychology major Bri

Photo courtesy of Brooke Kempner

SU teaching major Lisa Watanabe helps a girl from Bailey
Gatzert Elementary School with her homework.
Public Library. Once students read the 10
designatedbooks for the Challenge,they
compete against students from other
there is a routine to her tutoring practices.
"We have one page he has to get
Seattle schools. The winning group from
done. It's the same thing every time. We
the area then goes on to compete against
set
I
halfway
point
tiny
goals.
have a
and
the winning school from Kalamazoo,
gave him a SU folder and some graph
Michigan via the Internet.
Programs suchas theHomework
paper today because we had to stay longer.
awesome,"
thought
He
that was
she said.
Club and Global ReadingChallenge have
also
Volunteers
learn from their
added to CLP's aim of providing academic
tutoring sessions. Junior humanities major
support and encouraging students to be
excited about learning.
Angela Rassilyer, whohas tutored at
Bailey Gatzert for four quartersand leads a
"Tutors emphasize the value of
book club for fifth-graders, plans to put her discussing literature, of learning different
tutoringexperience to use as she enters the perspectives andof communicating with
Vanderlinden, who works with the same
second-grader twice a week, explained that

SUMasters in Teachingprogramnext

one another. When elementary students see

year.

college students being excited about
reading it can helpbuild their own habit of
life-longreading," Haber said.
CLP places tutors in one-to-one,small
group, or classroom settings in three
elementary schools, twomiddle schools and
oneparochial school. These schools include,
Bailey Gatzert, T.T. Minor,Thurgood
Marshall,Meany, Seahawks Academy and
St. George Parish School. More information
about CLP can be found at
www.seattleu.edu/soe/clpor in LoyolaHall,
rooms 507-511.

"Ilove helping childrenlearn. When
they have difficulty with assignments andI
am able to help them,Ifeel a sense of
accomplishment," Rassilyer said. "The
children enjoy all of the tutors andremember
every time you come in. They look forward
to our help andlook up to us."
Rassilyer is one of six SU students
wholead book clubs for groups of fourth
and fifth-graders. These students participate inTheGlobal ReadingChallenge, a
book trivia contest hosted by the Seattle
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Students venture to developing countries through SUprogram
SarahFischer
Staff Writer
Some students go to Pigott,
some go to Barman andothers go
to the Administration Building to
learnabout social justice. Yet, a
courageous few go to Lima, Cape
Town,Bangkok,or Lusaka and
they live social justice. They take
the old Jesuit catch phrase and
turn itinto their reality. They go
into the International Development Internship Program (IDIP)
as one type of person and they
leave changed.
Established three years ago,
IDIP enables students to venture
to developing countries all
around the worldand live among
the people who call it home, all
while receiving credit. During the
second phase, they travel to the
countries and work with various
non-government organizations
(NGOs) to "explore the root
causes and consequencesof
situations that undermine
individuals in the developing

"The camp openedmy eyes
to a new world,"Marshall stated.
"Ihave readand researched, but
not until 1personally met the
people did Ibegin to understand
the situation they were in.Ihave
these images imprinted in my
memory and am reminded of
injustices all over the worldon a

daily basis."

Students' perceptions
change dramatically about the
world around themafter their
time abroad.
"This programhas changed
the way Iview the world,the
U.S. and myself," stated Lauren
Ciminera, a senior history major.
Ciminera was an intern at the
Desmond Tutu Peace Center in
Cape Town, South Africa. One of
her best experiences was working
on a "Visual History Project" as
Social work senior Jennifer Marshall stands at a school for refugee Burmese anassistant to two American
filmmakers.
children in Thailand.
"The Desmond Tutu Peace
seen people living in poverty and information and current statistics, hard to put into words, and when
Center sponsored this course to
and taking pictures and video of
and if they are, the words do not
spent any amount of time to
teach ex-combatants (people who
listen to them andtheirissues."
their operations. He then wrote
do justice to explain thehard
fought against the former
work,relationships and chalFlemming came to realize that
case studies on selected projects
apartheid government) to tell
It isone of, ifnot the only,
lenges they have experienced.
the United States effectively
and compiled everythinginto a
their unique stories in a documenuniversity programin the nation
hides many ofit's impoverished. portfolio for use by the agencyin
The experience was threetary film format," Ciminera
that allows undergraduate
In Peru, however, thisis imposfuture projects and for the
fold for Dannet Liv,a 2003
explained. "Hearing their stories
students to gain hands-on
sible because extremepoverty is investors abroad.
participant. "As a Cambodianand learning about their lives was
development work experience in
American,Iwas able to learn
their way of life,and, being the
"You go from learning
truly inspiring."
norm, can be seen everywhere.
conjunction with established,
about social justice inclass to
more about my ancestors' home.
"It gives you a perspective
respected NGO's.
being in the midst of it, and it's
She was especially touched by
As an economist, Iwas able to
on whatis actually important,"
"Ibelieve that for the first
pretty intense," Biviano said. "In network with some of the best
the intense spirit of the people
Bivianoadded. He plans on
nation,
time in the history of this
she worked with despite beingin addition to interacting with
economists in Cambodia and
returningto Lusaka in a few
people arereally starting to think what wemight call a dire
Zambians, Iwas able to connect
exchangeideas. Aws a student of a years after further education and
withdelegates from some of the
knowledge about the fragile
about how others livearound the situation.
Jesuit University, Iwas able to
"I most appreciate connect- most respected donor agencies in
seehow I
can fulfill my duty as a economy.
globe," stated Matthew Oleson, a
senior majoring in economics and ing what we read inbooks with
the world, and really see how the global citizen," she said.
Janet Quillian is the
Liv,a senior economics
Spanish.
process works. Classes nowhave
real people and real faces to
director of the program and has
a whole new meaning with this
"Unfortunately, when one
major, worked at the Cambodia
economic equality and poverty
been a part of the SU community
peers into this arena, oneis met
Development Resource Institute.
and ecology," Flemming recalled. enhanced perspective. This
for nine years. She has spent the
experience puts you ahead of the
She helped analyze and compile
with dismay with the realization
"Itmade social injustices
last four years initiating and
economic data and write reports. developing the IDIP program.
meaningful and real."
game,making you a part of the
that over half the worldlives in
"It is always great to see
poverty. It is from here that
Testimonials like these
small percentageof people in the Her main project was an analysis
people seek ways to alter the
echo throughout the participants' entire nation, whohave done this on the "Competitiveness of the
the students at their placement
—
kindof work and traveled to these Garment Industry inCambodia."
system and improve the living
recollections. In fact, the IDIP
sites have dinner with them and
Today, Liv is pursuing plans to be actually visit the areas where they
standards of those most in need.
kinds ofcountries."
program may be one ofSeattle
work," Quillian stated. "Students
For students, the IDIP program is University'sbest-kept secrets.
Not only didBiviano eat
a development economist in
just the beginning of a life
caterpillars, termites and nshima
The program is malleable to
Cambodia.
definitely comeback changed
(the staple African pooridge) with
dedicated to the pursuit of social
almost any major, interest and
The internshippositions
and transformed by this program
counts for University credit.
vary just as much as thecountries and their internship."
justice," he said.
his hands, but he learned various
dances, went cliff diving, white
themselves.
Oleson lived in Lima,Peru,
Devin Biviano,a senior in
"Dr. Quillian was able to
waterrafting and traveled to
Jennifer Marshall,a senior
open up doors and opportunities
working with Catholic Relief
International Studies with
Politics, went to Lusaka, Zambia
severalother African countries
in social work, lived in Bangkok, for me that Ineverknew Icould
Services (CRS) in the microThailand, working at the National have," Liv stated. "For me, the
finance department, where he was and worked for CARE Internawhile he was there.And if that
wasn'tenough, he was also able
tional in 2003. Biviano worked
Commission on Migration
part of a research team involved
programhelped diversify my
to sponsor 10 orphans, enabling
(NCM). This NGO helps asylum
development. The
with recipients of an innovative
view about the worldand helped
lin goal of this department was micro-funding initiative to
seekers and refugees. She also
them all to receive clothes and
me see where Ifit into the whole
spent time at Taiwanese orphanschool supplies for a full year.
properly evaluate and analyze
picture."
create credit possibilities for
opinions
veryproud
ages
their progress,
and
Biviano is also
ofhis
and schools for the refugees.
the country's poorest citizens.
Ciminera stated, "Ibelieve
name,
Flemming,
English
projects.
giveninjustices
happen
Sarah
a senior
needs in their various
new
Zambian
She watched
on thatIDIP is what Seattle Univer—
a daily basis, she saw people
major was also placed in Lima
This kind of documentation
Musonda.
sity is all about service social
"It makes things otherwise
system was desperately needed in
and worked with CRS. She
suffer and fight for food, water
justice,spiritual and intellectual
—
abstract,
on
a
to
a
mining
foreign
verify
reality,"
worked
landand
order for
donors
Biviano
and shelter while waiting for
growth and development this
project where she helped local
refugee status.
the proper use of funds and
stated. Biviano has been an
programilluminates theneed for
against
funding
voices
beheard
instrumental
of
the
part
project
education, action and dedication
citizens'
continue
for the
IDIP
"One of the hardest
major corporate companies that
program's growth at SU, recruitexperiences Ihad to go through
in the future.
to promote peace around the
ing students by really bringing
often dictate the way oflife for
"Ihad the freedom to
was to watch those whobecame
world."
designmy own project andhow I home the fact that although being close to me placed in ImmigraPeruvians.
The goal of the program
"At SU we talk about
wanted to execute itbased on my a challenge, the programis
tionDetention Center," Marshall
seeks to instill a deep understandpoverty and social justice, we
strengths and interests," Biviano
accessible to anyone willing to
recalled. At the endof the
ing of and lifelong commitment
toss these words around and I
test their comfort zones and
program she went withNCM to
stated. His project included
worldwide to the Jesuit mission
thought Iunderstood them,"
interviewing the grantrecipients, experience new things.
the Thai-Burmaborder where
of service and the promotion of
over50,000 people are displaced. justice.
Flemming said. "But, Ihad never organizingproject background
Their experiences are often

(product

Corrections:
In the April 29th issue, thearticle titled "Racing to register: constant frustrationfor students" shouldhave stated that the biology department currently iiolds 140 to 150 majors, with a total of300 students enrolledin the department. Each biology lab
Itoldsaround18 students, while class size rangesfrom 10 to 70.
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Jamila Asha Johnson

Staff Writer
TheFifth Avenue Theatre has birthed
— too bad the newest
production ofSeattle's premier musical
theatre spends so much time in labor.
Last Thursday YankeeDoodle
Dandy, a new musical writtenand codirected by Fifth Avenue's artistic director
David Armstrong, debuted with more than
a few sparks ofbrilliance.
Themusical is based on the life of
—
the father of American musicals George
M. Cohan.The piece takes a flashback
look at the emergence ofCohan on
Broadway, and the strifehe encountered
when actors went on strike inorder to gain
a union.
Cohan was born into a family of
Vaudeville actors. His parents Jeremiah
and Helen Cohanraised their children
George and Josephine to take the stage.In
his teens, George began to write the lyrics
and scenes himself and the act became
known as the "Four Cohans." Cohan was
able to produce more then 40 Broadway
musicals after leavinghis family troupe,
and write over 500 songs. What Armstrong
and the Fifth Avenue have been able to do
is take aman whobirthed and lived
musical theatre, and portrayhis life with
the medium he created. Thishad been
attempted before.In the 1940s amovie
came out about Cohan and hisrise to fame
on Broadway.In the 1970s a Broadway
musical came out with the same aspiration.
However both were only mediocre sugary
successes.The Fifth Avenue production is
almost aperfect jewel inaccomplishing
what each of these ventures failed. Well,
yet another smash

a\n\osx.

interest in seeing what happens next.Most
of this drag is due to scene eight, the sheet
music montage.
Nobody is going to begrudge a
musical a good solid montage, but the one
in YankeeDoodle s first act is comprised of
seven songs,and is what standsbetween
the audience staying happy and eager to
return. There are whole musicals that are
shorter then this first act.
Ifthe five and a halfhour Parsifal,
performed earlier this season at Seattle
Opera, is any testament to length, then it
shows that long works don't necessarily
result in boredom, but this work could
easily been shortened.
The acting and singing in this
production was pretty top notch. Scan
Martin Hingston, (whose televisioncredits
include Sex in the City) does a superb of
playing to the audience and letting them
Courtesy of Chris Bennion
fall into the mind set that he is,indeed
The Four Cohans perform "Harrigan" in the opening scene
George M. Cohan. His performance shows
animmense level ofmusical and dance
talent.
stunts with storyline. Heblurred the lines
Jamie Roccohas a talented handin
and
A stunning acting performance
between entertainment in the sensory
choreographing two hours and 20 minutes
—
comes from Jason Schuchman, who
entertainment in the intellectual even if
of fancy footwork mainly involving
plays Sam Harris, the best friend and
the latter wasn't too deep.
talented tap. There is a constant flow of
professional partner of Cohan. Vocally
In Yankee Doodle Dandy the
story line,Vaudeville-like aspects and
Judith Blazer blows the audience away
audience is let into a surreal world where
talented singers.
as Ethel and Georgette as she tends to do
The music for the show comes out of the emotions and events ofCohan's
in
performances at theFifth Avenue.
existence begin to melt with the Vaudeville
the vault ofold musical classics. Songs
This production is.impressive,
skits and the shows he produced. The
like Harrigan,So LongMary, You're a
But if they could only
imaginative.
problem however is not the music or the
GrandOldFlag, and Yankee Doodle Boy,
act and change the
first
shorten the
blatant artistic and entertainment valueof
are all songs from Cohan's glory days.
this piece
the
intermission
shallow,
this piece.
location of
These songs are catchy, rather
impressive
would
transcend
and instead
problem
The
is the first act is
wickedly patriotic and quite cheesy.And
hit
stellar.
treacherously
long
and thereis little to
frankly that seems to be the point.
The show runs through May 16and
bring the audience back from intermission
Americanmusical theatre did not
right
to
a
and
line
tickets
can be purchased at the Fifth
plot
story
due
lull in the
spring from nowhere. It grew out of the
to
office or online at
act
two.
first
act
fails
end
Avenuebox
Vaudeville,
and Cohan was the before
The
tradition of
one whobegan to mergethfc^/audeville

with something that wouldelicit a grand

sthavenuetheatre.org.

There's nothing to be envious about in Black and Stiller's Envy
Kevin Curley
Staff Writer
Thismoviemay wellbe the
worst movie ever produced. Itlacked
goodacting,any type of plot and

absolutely any formofhumor. There
weremany times when Ifelt thatI
shouldhave laughed,but allthat
couldbeproduced wasa straight face
and a light sigh.
With a cast that included
comical stars like Ben Stiller
(Zoolander)andJack Black (School
ofRock), as wellascrazy man
ChristopherWalken (TrueRomance);
Envy couldhavebeen a greatmovie.

But this movie wasfar from being

good Stiller and Black, knownfor
their outright absurdity inmovies
where they arethemain character,
were anevil duo inEnvy. Although
Walkenhadaminor part in the
movie,he at leastbrought some
humor to the screen.
Envy isthe story ofNick
Vanderpark (Jack Black) andhisbest
friendTim Dingman(Ben Stiller).
Vanderpark,anaspiring inventor, falls
uponthe ideato create a spray,
Vapoorize, that would evaporate
pooh. Hisdesign eventually works
andhemakes millions ofdollars
selling hisproduct tohomeowners

across theglobe.Hisbest friend and
neighbor,Dingman, is envious ofthe
richeshis oncepoor friendnow
flaunts.One night after losinghis job,
Dingmanaccidentally kills
Vanderpark'shorse,Corky, while ina
drunken stupor. The storystarts
spiraling out ofcontrol with Dingman
and anew bar friend,J-Man
(Walken) trying togetridofthehorse
andhide the truth from Vanderpark
andhis family.Eventually,both
friends reconcile andrealizethat
moneyisn't everything without your
friends.
Maybe I'mbeing a cynical
reviewerbecause I'm not a fan of

stupidmovies. But,some ofthe
audience members woulddisagree
with meand say it was downright
funny, especially the guy sitting to my
left whocouldn't stop laughing.
However,in the end,Iwould
rather havestayed homeand finished
my dreadedmathhomework instead
of wastingmy time at theLandmark
Varsity Theatre witha bunchofUW
fraternity andsorority students.
My recommendation to Ben
Stiller is to break from playing the
hopeless guy.Hecontinues to pick
therolesthat portrayhim as the loser.
Althoughhe was funny inThere's
SomethingAboutMary, that was

"

almost six yearsago,he's stillis
playing the same stupid roles.Even
Jim Carrey broke free anddeveloped
his actingprofile. I'mnot sure
whether poop was solely what the
movie wasabout,but perhaps it was
thedescription as well.lfanything,
maybe no one will goand spendtheir
precious hard-earned cash on Envy
and Stiller will get themessage that
his choice ofroles may need a
change.But fornow, ifyou endup
beingdragged to the theaters byyour
stupid friend to see thismovie, fake
some type ofsickness andleave
before it starts. Take my advice,save
yourmoneyand don'tsee thismovie.

~MH§ Mortgage

A Subsidiary of First Independent Bank, Est 1910
"

specializeIn helping theSeattle Universitycommunitybuyor refinance
I
theirhome with iittie or no downpaymentANDno dosingcosts!
I
showInstructors how to buy homes with up torn.30%price reduction aver
Teachers Only!
conformingloan products.
I
help studentsunderstandtheircreditandshow themJust howeasy it can
be toown theirownhomeandbuildreelwealth evenbefore graduation!

CALL TODAY TO SEEHOW
Joe Kelly

B«nior LoanOffloar
Dbvot 200-494-9123

To« Free: 800-936-602

Fkc 206-9334084
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Goodbye Frasier: the end of intelligent television
William Hurd
StaffPhotographer
For the past 18 years,Kelsey Grammar has
played the role of Dr. Frasier Crane on both Cheers
and Frasier. Not only fans of the show, but also the
show's executives at NBC will miss him. Through
the years for every sitcom like Frasier, Cheers and
Home Improvement there are many unknown
sitcom's like Daddio, Inside Schwartz and Good
Morning, Miami. Frasier did more for NBC than
most shows.
For the past couple of years new episodes of
Frasier have been airing on both Tuesday and
Thursday night. Frasier cleaned up all the messes
left by the complete and utter crap that NBC called
television shows.
Frasier doesn't have that much hype around its
season finale like Friends. It's pretty simple; Ross is
going to end up with Rachel. But what's in store for
Frasier? Idon't know because not too many people
are talking about it.
On May 11, the last original episode of Frasier
will be aired and probably have the same grace and
little chatter that it had when it first appeared on
NBC in the fall of 1993 as a spin-off series of
Cheers. When Ithink of Frasier, various memories
come to my mind.
Who could forget when David Hyde Pierce
(Niles Crane) and Kelsey Grammar (Frasier Crane)
played the role of Cecil Terwilliger and Bob
Terwilliger in an episode of The Simpsons. Both
actors showed the same dry wit humor as cartoons as

they did on Frasier. One question Ihave is, how did
their father, a blue-collar worker, end up with two
proper speaking upright sons?
Then there were little moments that made the
show spontaneous and funny. The reactions ofNiles
when Fraiser's ex-wife,Lillith, would make an
appearance. Or the insignificant coversations Frasier
and Niles would have while sitting at Cafe Nervosa.
Then there was Frasier's sexual experience
with the station's manager while the "on-air" button
was turned on and all of Seattle heard the two of
them bump and grind. There were many moments
that made television audiences fall in love with the
show.
Mostly Iremember Niles' infatuation with his
father's physical therapist,Daphne Moon. When
Daphne finally found out how he felt about her, she
left her fiance (Niles' divorce lawyer) at the altar to
be with Niles.
There wasn't as much hoopla with Frasier like
there was with shows like Friends and Everybody
Loves Raymond. Over the past 11 years Frasier has
won more than 25 Emmy awards, more than these
two sitcoms have won, or any show for that matter.
Frasier is truly an amazing show that will be
missed. Shows like Frasier are a dying breed. Now
the focus for network executives is on reality
television shows. We might never see another show
like Frasier for years.
So Iwould like to bid Dr. Crane a farewell and
a goodnight. Thank you for all the memories and
letting viewers into your world and life. Goodbye
Frasier Crane.

SU club releases Solidarity CD
Sarah Fischer

Staff Writer
There is a new CD out on the market and it promotes something to be commended in this day andage:
the education of injustices around the world.The Coalition for Global Concern is headingup the enlightening
endeavor to produce and sell the CD. TheCD showcases
students and their talents, all for a good cause.
"Other reasons for theCD is to simply get good
music out to people for a decent price, while at the same
time spreading awareness about theneed for social justice
in the world" stated the producer, David Charboneau, a
freshman theology major. "Theidea seems to flow
naturally once you realize the level of talent in the artists
on campus, and the positive, just-orientedmessages
contained in their music."
The CD is a collaboration of student artists'
— musical
work, whether they are singers or songwriters or both
like Brian Johnson. Johnson isa Junior Theology major
who has written songs for along time, saying, "It's great
therapy."
On a more serious note though, the talentedmusician tells of whyhis passion in music is congruent with
the CGC project.
"Coalition for Global Concern is an important
student group on campus andin our community," stated
Johnson. "Iwrite music to be shared, andif Ican contribute to a non-profit organization in this way, it's perfect."
His song 'Seek' is about international travel and was
specifically writtenin anticipation to his service trip to
Belize overspring break. His other original song, 'Same
Damn Thing' is a salient and poignant song about the
common threadin messages that many great leaders
— share.
"Two of themhave striking resemblance Jesus of
Nazareth and MartinLuther King, Jr," said Johnson. He
sings the meaningful lyrics and plays his guitar for the
CD.
David Charboneauhad the initial idea for the CD.
Charboneau came up to ErinForan, a FreshmanHonors
student, with the idea after she sangher song, "To the Rest
of the World from an American Girl" at a School of the
Americas protestin Georgia last November.
"I found myself wishing that Ihad a recording of
these songs, and realized that other peopleprobably would
want one, too," said Charboneau. For the recording of
songs, he borrowed a soundboard from classroom
services, but utilizedhis own computer program that
mixes treble andbass on his personal computer.
Musician Foran "To theRest of the World from an
American World" when she traveled to France through an
organization calledVolunteers for Peace. She and several
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Friends will be
sorely missed
by devoted
audience
EricaTerence

Editor-in-chief
With,the exceptionof the occasional
Sesame Street screening at a friend's house, I
didn't watch T.V. growing up. We didn't have
T.V. where Ilived.
To this day ifeel out of the cultural loop
when conversations start up in my peer groups
about which characters did what to each other
last night inside the little plastic box in their
living room with anteanae on top of it.
Awkward moments abound when someone
elbows me asking, "remember that show
when..." Oh yeah I
say absentmindedly without
smile patiently. Of
even thinking about it, and I
course Idon't remember. Iwas out chasing deer
when that one was on.
And for the most part, Ihardly regret
being raised in such a non-traditional television-free environment,despite the social
distance it creates for me at times. Youmust
understand that I
am highly unqualified to be
writing on the subject overall.
And yet, even in the isolated mountainous
area I
was born and raised in, not all television
culture escaped me; it came in the form of LA.
Law, Seinfeld, andFriends seen at friend's
I
didn'tknow nvuc\\ about tV\e T.V. worid,
but I
knew the general character layout when it
came to Friends. Of course there were Rachel
and Ross, the star crossed lovers of the 90s

television world with horrible timing and
Phoebe the blond, spaced-out, loveable oddball.
Then there was Monica, a high strung and
gorgeous woman that bordered on the point of
beinghighly annoying. And then to finish the
group off were roommates Joey and Chandler,
the men in the group that represented intelligence and finesse in their less than stellar
moments.

For some time Iheld a grudge against

Courtesy of David Chartoneau

SU's Coalition for Global Concern's new
CD, Sounds of Solidarity
teenagers from different countries around the world
renovated an oldcastle as an international hosting
center.

One evening when the group was asked to share a
piece of their culture,Foran decided to write this song.
"I decided to write a song that would challenge
the way my international peers think of the culture of
the United States," remembered Foran. "I wantedto ask
them where Ias aperson fit into their image of corporate America."
Foran also performs "The Messenger" on the CD.
The words are from wise peacemakers from different
countries and faith backgrounds.
"I wanted to put their messages side by side to
show how they all promote the same idea of love and
humanity," said Foran.
Foranis also helping Charboneau in the coordinating ofartists and production.
Foranarticulates the mission of the project
holistically. "I love this project because music is such
an important medium for sending a message. It appeals
to us emotionally and spiritually, and hopefully our
lyrics will stimulate intellectual action as well."
The CDs will be released in the last week of April
or the first week of May.
They will be sold for $5. The money will beused
to finance the general activities of the club. The
activities vary, but are focused on topics relating to
social justice.

Friends, because it starred Jennifer Anniston.
This grudge was caused by a desperate attempt
at cultural identity assertion,Idecided that she

and Kevin Costner were the definition of bad
think Iwas defining good
acting. At that point I
acting by Tom Cruise and Val Kilmer's performance in Top Gun, so that should give you
some idea of how misguided my tastes were.
I've since become much more cultured,Iassure
you.
But even the most cultured of our generation are being forced to admit that deep down
inside them, they'll miss having Friends on the
air as a cultural landmark, and a dose of reliable comic relief on Thursday nights.
Let's face it. Friends was entertaining in a
way that many other television shows haven't
been able to be. Sure it's got acertain amount
of schlock and sap and cheap humor, but the
cast has never failed to get the job done and
yank a laugh from deep down inside your
diaphram.
The way the six cohorts interact is both
basically enviable for most people my age, and
yet perceived as increasingly mainstream, fluffy
and abominable.
Even those who are embarrassed to be
caught watching it can relate to it in a fundamental way. Icount myself among this crowd.
I'm often extremely surprised that I'm drawn to
such a substanceless form of entertainment.
Friends has influenced my entire peer
group a great deal inhuman relationships and I
couldn't count myself as a person of substance
if I
didn't honor that.

I
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WEEKLY UPDATE
Allquestions, comments or concerns can bemade atExt. 6382 or honours@seattleu.edu!
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Please join ASSU for the
spring election forum.

I

This is your chance to meet the
candidates, find out their views, and ask
them questions about their candidacy.
| the forum will be held May 7at 6 p.m.
'0N THE IST FLOOR 0F THE Student Center
by the hearth.

Oil IC&

Don't miss this opportunity
to be involved!

Triangle club
presents

SexualityRetreat
May 14-16
Applications can be found in the Campus Ministry
Office or at www.seattleu.edu/missionministry/
ministry/.
Applications due: May 10
Cost: $10.00 (scholarships available)

HLL HREUfELCOmE

Gay, Lesbian,Bisexual, Trans, Queer, ftllies
E-mail Joseph Angel at angelj@seattleu.edu for
more information

Don't forget to vote!

Do ljou nave a talent:
Thendon't miss this opportunity!

Voting tor ASSU spring elections starts
May 11 at 8 a.m.
and ends
May 13 at 11:59 p.m.
This year voting will take place entirley
online. So go to www.suonline.edu to vote
for your favorite candidate.

OMSA and ASSU want you to perform at the
Ist Annual ASSU/OMSA Recognition
Barbecue June 2! We are looking for talented
dancers, musicians,etc. Please contact Alyssa
Stonex at stonexa@seattleu.eduor Sophy

Hernandez at hernandezs@seattleu.eduif
you are intrested.

Battle ol the Bands is not the onlu wat) to get
your performance seen bu the

student body!

Don't miss this chance!

COUNCIL
STUDENT EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES
Bistro,
Student Center 350 (across from die

Coffee House

Movie Night

featuring
Slam Poets
The Suicide Kings from 6-7 p.m. and
Open Mike from7-10 p.m.

Matchstick Men
7 p.m. inSchaffer auditorum
ToniSht

MayT

Robero Capocchi

Quadstock

performs
Latin and Spanish music on gutair
y

7:30 p.m. in the Bistro

next to ASSI 9

"
"

featuring

Rahzel and Mac
May 22
doors open at 4 p m
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100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.

work per diem or contract
assignmentsthroughout
Seattle, North and South
SUMMERCAMP JOBS
end facilities. We offer no
for men and women 6/19/04 gimmicks,just straight
- 8/27/04. Spend your
great pay, flexible hours,
summer in a beautiful
endless work and the
setting while in worthwhile
opportunity to experience
employment. Hidden Valley the professionalism and
Camp in Granite Falls,WA, excellence
that Medical
needs: counselors, lifeStaffing Network is known
guards, driver/maintenance
for. Register today, work
staff, RN, program staff;
tomorrow.
kitchen staff and more.
Room/Board/Salary. Call
Work Study Volunteer
theHVC office at 425-844Intake Coordinator - pro-8896 ore-mail us at:
vide information about the
hiddenvalleycamp®
Fremont
Fair andits many
earthlink.net for more
events;
register indifun
information.
viduals and groups for their
volunteer shift; manage
The University of Washing- database.
Reg: being
ton State GEAR UP Project
eligible for Work Study;
is hiring mentors to work
combination of 2 yrs colwith middle/high school
lege & human service work
students for the 2004 Sum- exp;
strong communication
mer Institute. Specified
skills; prior volunteer exp &
weeks between June 14 and
ability to work some eveAugust 13. Previous experinings & weekends. FT,
ence working with kids a
$10.85/hr. Formore info or
must. Stipend equivalent to
application, apply at
$10.28/hr. Submit cover
www.fremontpublic.org or
letter andresume by April
contact Lynda at 206-69420. For info, email Bruce
-6825. Must complete FPA
Wynn at wynnb@u.wash
application. AA/EEO.
ington.edu. No phone calls

200. Help Wanted

You know how importantyour cell
phoneis it's practkallyyour lifeline.
Many of our 37.5million customersfeel
the same way,so we know you're the
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ideal person 10 talk withthem about
VerizonWireless products and services.

EM ■
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CustomerService
Representatives

A college degreeis preferred
Bilingual candidates (Spanish/English)

are highly desirable.
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Make your first call to action at:
800/575-HIRE (4473)and reference
jobcodeAEDB.

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

Fro Steven Klein. LSAT spe
Fourteen years Jind
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this tost, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why 1 still
teach my own classet. That's
why you should call me.
NTy nine weekcourse features
clallst,

36 hours of class tinn; with
weekly help sessions and five
muck exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
Ican answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:

Own Your Career.
verizonwireless.com/careers
We areanequal opportunityemployer, m/f/d/v.

524-4915

V&tl7Onwimless
V^^**
We neverstop working for
|
you*

I EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT IS S.U.NIGHT! I

accepted.

500. For Rent

Summer Nanny,bilingual
English/Spanish, needed for
7 y/o girl starting July 6.
Tues - Fri. 9-5. Car required. Interest in elementary education a plus. Close
to UW. Call Nancy, evenings, 526-9051.

Currently seekingTop
Notch RegisteredNurses to

3 BLOCKS FROM S.U.
immaculate, spacious,
tastefully restored studio
with garden view in classic
brick: top floor, leaded
windows,cove ceilings,
huge walk-in closet. $655.
Sorry, no pets or smoking.
E. Union Street. 206 323-4329
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Question of the Week:
What is your opinion ofthe recent news regarding
the US. warprisons in Iraq?
Send your answers as a Letter to the Editor, or as an
opinioncolumntospectator@seattleu.edu.Lettersshould
be 300 words maximum, while columns shouldbe 500
wordsminimum.
Spectator editorialboard
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Iraqi prison atrocities another
mark on Bush administration

—

Editorial
Last night, KCTS-TV aired "Searching for Asian America," a
documentary profiling thelives ofAsian-Americans fromdifferent
walks of life who've achievedor are chasing the American dream.
Among thoseprofiled is Washington governor GaryLocke, the son
of Chinese immigrants who grew up to become the first AsianAmerican governor in the continental United States.Also profiled
in thepieceareKorean-American actress LelaLeeanda small-town
Oklahoma doctor named Martin Bautista.
Butintelling Gov.Locke's lifestory,the fiImmakersunintentionally hit ononeinteresting point. That forallofhisaccomplishments,
the majority of people even those in Washington still only
know and refer to Gov.Locke as an "Asian governor."
Why isn't it just, "governor?" As a society, we are constantly
totalizing ourselves into one group or another.In other words, we
use certain characteristics (race, gender, occupation, age, etc.) to
broadly and unnecessarily label ourselves. Often, this type of
attitude eventually leads tomaking fallacious generalizations.Even
ifnoblatant acts come of it,the language itselfcan be oppressive.
By simply being elected, Gov. Locke inherited a burden not
known to thehundreds of White governors whocame before himin
his andother states. Unfairly or not, everyAsian-American gubernatorialcandidate thatcomes afterGov.Locke will likely be judged
against him. Depending on how well Gov. Locke does, those
candidatescould eitherbe helped orhindered by theperformanceof
aman theymay havenever met,aman who theymighthave nothing
incommon with as far as political views orcharacter.
The same is true for other such pioneers. You don't think Jackie
Robinson had a burden on him? If he didn't succeed as a Major
LeagueBaseball player; or if he hadlosthis temper and physically
fought against the venom spat toward him on and off the field, it
wouldhavemade itharder for Black playerscomingafterRobinson.
The thing is, it's probably inherently natural and very easy to
totalize. Wehavecertain ideasofhow thingsare supposed tobe,and
whensomeone or something comes along and affects that balance,
wereact by sticking a label on it tosignify it as different. We're not
saying it needs to stop,but we at least need to be aware of it.

—

—

Scan Reid
Spectator Columnist
It'srelativefor mostofus to think
whentherealizationhitthat the war
inIraq was abad move. For some,
hesitation for support in the war
startedmonthsafterofficial victory
was declared, when continuous,
bloody guerilla attacks showed stabilization of the country would take
longer than anticipated. For others,
the absence of weapons of
mass destruction, a key argument for war,brought the
Bush administration's credibility into question.
Still others, like myself,
stood firmly against the war
from the start, when government leaders sold the war to
America under false pretenses of a threat, capitalizing on the fearof yet another
9/11 and going on without

—

A.J. Chavez,PhotoEditor
The Spectator is the official student newspaperof Seattle University. It is published every Thursday, exceptduring holidays and
examination periods, for a total of 31 issues during the 2003-2004
academic year.
Contact The Spectator
Phone: (206) 296-6470
Advertising: (206) 296-6474
Mail: The Spectator
900 Broadway
Seattle, WA 98122
Email: spectator@seattleu.edu.
Check out our website: www.spectator-online.com

abuses. Such irresponsible behavioris typical of this administration.
Whenformercounterterrorismchief
Richard Clarke testified before the
9/11 commission, the man had the
balls to look families of the victims
straight intheeyeand apologizefor
not averting the atrocity in light of
damning evidence thatshowedsigns
of an attack being prepared Al
Queda. The Bush administration
didn't follow suit then and it won't
do the same now. The policy has
instead been toassign blame ifpossible, profess no culpability and
quietly wait for the story to fade
away.
The American public isn't going
to forget. MSNBC reported in a
new poll that only 42 percent of
Americans interviewed think the
War inIraq was worth the trouble.
the bad news only keeps

fnd

Humiliating treatment

thesupportoftheUnitedNa-

tions.

But as far as the past week
has been concerned in relationtheU.S.'sprecariousrole
inIraq, everything has truly hit the
fan. Papers across the country displayed out the main story on all
—
theirfront pages thehorrific abuse
of capturedIraqis by guards in the
Abu Ghraib prison nearBaghdad.
In Wednesday's New York Times,
The Spectator EditorialBoard consists of Erica Terence, former prisonerHayderSabbarAbd
Kyle Fordand AustinBurton.Signedcommentaries reflect recounted how he
was forced to
the opinions of the authors and not necessarily of the disrobe andengage in actsto simulate oral sex whileAmericanguards
Spectator, SeattleUniversity or its student body.
wrote words like "rapist" on his
skin and the bodies of six other
inmates.In photosreleasedbyCBS,
other inmates were shown to be
on top of each other, naked,
piling
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in
pyramids,
with American solkeeping watch Since1933
diers looking on and giving a
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Kate
Editor-in-Chief
Staff Writer
thumbs-up.
Kate White, Staff Writer
Kyle Ford,ManagingEditor
Humiliatingtreatment suchas this
AmyDaybert,News Editor
KevinCurley,Staff Writer
particular weightintheArab
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AngelinaSanelli,SportsEditor
MadeleineHottman,Staff Writer
(nudityandlewd sexual
community
Austin Burton, Opinion Editor
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will
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will felt towards the U.S. since the
toppling of Saddam Hussein's regime. In fairness, these despicable
actions, performedby a select few
guards, shouldn't reflect the integrity of the rest of the soldiers servinginIraq.What's troubling though,
is the bad news doesn't stop with
the chargeslevied at thesix military
reservepolice at AbuGhraib.Now,
reports are surfacing of questionable practicesinprisonsinAfghanistan and Guantanamo Naval Station,Cuba.TheSeattle Timesquoted
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,
saying thescandal "does notappear
to be an isolated incident" and that
"there are additional reportsinIraq
and also Afghanistan."
In addition to that, news wires
reported that 14 prisoner deaths in
bothcountriesareunderU.S.investigation or arealreadybeingblamed
on Americans.

such as this will
doubtless torpedo any
goodwillfelt towards
the U.S. since the
toppling of Saddam
Hussein's regime.
—

Unrelated to the abuse,
U.S.officials released news
thatcoalition forces suffered
the deaths of IS Iraqis and
one U.S. soldier in a raid
near the townof Najaf. The
entire month of April was
found to havethe most casualties ofaprolongedconflict
that has claimed a total of
758 U.S. servicemembers.
On top of all that, the AssociatedPress reportsPresi-

dent Bush asked Congress
for an additional $25 billion
to fund military operations,

breaking apledge tonot seek
money before the November election. Already $160 billion
has been spent on operations on
Iraq and Afghanistan (money we
couldhave spenton,Idunno,health
care, education, etc.), and already
talkis circulating thatthe new funds
will only last until January or February of 2005, when an additional
$50 billion more may be required.
This, ladies and gentlemen, is
insanity. It's out of control.
Ifyoufeellike youlack a voice to
stop the tide, don't. The power to
changeeverythingis granted toyou
in November. Bear all of these
atrocitiesandmistakes inmindduring the presidential election, and
then cast your vote accordingly.

In response, the Bush Administrationisdoingheavypolitical damage control,but it seems to be having littleeffect. Congress is furious
at Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld for notreleasing news of
the abuse, who apparently knew of
the investigations as far back as
January,butdecided to let the matter run internally. President Bush
himself only learned of the abuses
after seeing the pictures on television last week, according to an article in the Seattle P-l, throwing a
serious hot light on the manager of
the Defense Department. Why is
the commander-in-chief,members
ofCongress or the Americanpublic
notbeing toldofsuchserious events
in Iraq?
For the record,neither Rumsfeld
orBush, whoappeared on Arab TV Scan Reidis a senior creative
yesterday to saveface, have come writingmajor. Sendfeedback to
straight out to apologize for the reids@seattleu.edu

Are you just waiting to make an argument? Write a letter
to the editor or write an opinion column on the topic of
your choice. Letters can be sent
to spectator@seattleu.edu. If
you are interested in writing an
opinion column, contactAustin
Burton, Opinion Editor, at
burtonal@seattleu.edu. Just
remember, keep it (mostly)
clean and (fairly) coherent.
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No winners in "us" vs. "them" Assessing value
—
of relationships
marginalization by appreciating the differences. If you
see something that stands out or is unusual,learnabout
it don't shun it, try it. Try to learn something new
before you judge it.Try to open your eyes in another
way,toanother existence.It wasa wiseperson whosaid
"Youcan't judge a personuntil youhave walked intheir
shoes."
Growingup as ablonde fromNewcastle, Ireally had
no clue.
Myfirst experiencewithmarginalization came around
age 12.1spent asummer volunteeringon the Woodland
Park ZooCrew. We led around the ponies, fed animals
anddid various chores connected withtheanimals. But,
one day our supervisor told us we were going to try
something else. We were paired up and given wheelchairs. Each personin the pair took a turn pushing and
a turn riding; wewere instructed not tolet anyoneseeus
getting into or out of the wheelchairs. At first we
thought...oh, this will be fun, riding around the zoo,
cool. Once we got past the "me" part of it we noticed
how people looked atus. Wesaw how theydidn't seeus
as kids, but as a kid in a wheel chair. Seeing the total
change in the way they viewed us introduced me to
marginalization.
Then, I
really felt it the first time Imoved abroad. I
was the same "me," justtransported,but "they"saw me
the
as a "them." Iwas shunned just for possessing
—
to
me
try
know
that
passportI
did they didn't even
was how it was done.Iwas alien. People made judgments based on what they thought they knew. They
would—make jokes and do other hurtful exclusionary
things especially at the borders.
By not associating with someone you marginalize
them.By notlearning about something youmarginalize
it. By making stereotypesand judgments you practice
marginalization. Bynot taking a second to think,"what
if that was me?" you can marginalize an individual,any
individual.
"Oh, I've seen her, she is ."Screw those people.
All Iam saying hereis how important itis to take a
step backandthink...ifweare all"we"thereis nousarid
there is nothem.Itis "we" whohave the power,starting
with one "we"at a time wecan become us.

Shalin Hai-Jew
Spectator Columnist

Ourrelationships inourmaterialisticcultureseem to revolve around
one four letter word. An idealist
might say L-O-V-E. I'd suggest
another word: C-A-S-H. This assertion may make people all sound
MEGAN LEE
likemercenaries,hired guns selling
Spectator Columnist
out to the highest bidder for the
greenback. That may be so. ConSocial marginalization is an issue existing since
sider this.
societybegan.SomeNeanderthals mostlikelythought
May I
help you? There's noththeir cave was better than someone else's, therefore
ingquite like thesmileof someone
they themselves were superior. There was the whole
who stands to gain by selling you
feudal system.Marginalization isacommon theme in
something. The moment that shiny
literature.People deal with itall over the world,but
row of gleaming teeth shows itself,
why? If everyone is created equal why do some see
an astute shopper needs to be on
themselves as superior and shove the others to the
guard. Socialsciencesresearch sugfringes? What happened to the Golden Rule?
gests that most of us wear blinders
Lately, I've been thinking a lot about
about our vulnerability to sales
marginalization. It happens. It persists. Look at the
methods. Mostpeople maintain an
news.Peopleare taking liberties overotherstoo one
illusion of invulnerability. They
persondeciding they can push around ordiscriminate
don't think they can be fooled or
against another. Marginalization can happen to anymanipulated. However,theybelieve
one. You'veprobably felt it,being somewhere out of
the next guy over is gullible.
yourcomfort zone.Maybe notbeinginyourneighborThe phases of selling have been
'
hood,attending anevent you wouldn tnormallygoto,
well-documented. One writer detraveling or just riding the bus. People all over the
scribesit as,'ThePickup, the First
worldpeopleareaffected adverselybymarginalization.
Date,andtheLoveBomb."In other
It perpetuates an "us" and "them" mentality.
words, that would be getting a
As areturningstudent,Ihaverevisited this thought.
person's attention, engaging in
I
ama few years older than most of the undergraduate
friendly sell behavior and putting
student body and Irealize it. Though Iwould not
on the pressure for "theclose." The
changemuch in my life, a feeling of marginalization
come-ons are all around, priming
does play on my psyche. This feeling, somewhat
us for the exchange: the unavoidexacerbatedbyinherent insecurityand paranoia,makes
able billboards,radioprograms slipme realize the power and the breadth of
pingideas intoour ears like a close
marginalization. We can take away the power of
friend, magazine ads replete with
glossy come-on-overs, television
lures, and Internet pop-ups.
So after the gleaming teeth, casual professional dress, firm handback intoits originalcontext. They standard of living for the world. shake and strategic unfoldingof the
are beginning to get the word out How does our current economy
shopping experience, the dance of
with its huge defense budget raise an imaginary relationship begins.
that thisis still a day for justice.
Peoplemay say there isno need the standard of living? To me it The revelations come paced piecefor justice in the American work- seems to close peace negotiations by-piece. Anything controversial
'
place anymore. And to thesepeople because we can blow up our enwon tbeaddressed;rather,purposeIwould say you are correct we emies.Thisdoes notraisethe stan- ful ambiguity is employed. The
need to move beyond justice and dard of living for all because it sellercanrelate toyourexperiences.
raises barriers between nations.
work for peace.
Once the seller "had a relative
May Day was last Saturday.
Economic justiceis a goodthing.
wh0...," easy intimacies. There's
It helpsprovide fair wages in good Thereare still so many issues for
artificial intimacy: the seller knows
working conditions with a healthy labor that demand peace. Farm
someone whomyou know, the seller
topicking
are
everyIt
sure
workers
inFlorida
environment.
makes
KEVIN UHL
respects the work you do, etc. The
wages
matoesat
1970s
inoutdoor
I
would
bet
things.
one
has
these
Spectator Columnist
closerthelikeable messengeris,the
that everyone wants these things. sweatshop conditions for Taco easierit is to get to the pocketbook.
The dayof May 1 has come and However,it does notspeak much to Bell. Columbia sprays herbicides
And does this person have news
gone. This day has special mean- what is and shouldbe producedby onits ownforests hunting for narfor you? The model (decoy) you
ing for labor groups, communists the economy. Itdoes not demand cotics,but killingbiodiversity and
came to look at is sold out,but may
and socialists. May Day, as the that factories make bread and not thelocalinhabitants instead.Subwe show you somethingelse (lowproducts,
produce
could
sidized
American
known,
a
to
bombs.
A
farm
began
day
is
as
date
ball pricing and then the bait-andcelebrate those wholabored in the heavilymodified monoculture crops through free but not fair trade, switch)? This modelis new. This
world. The communists took up instead of healthier diverse destroy markets in Mexico. model does more than that model.
thehammer and sickleand madeit polyculture crops.While thisrepre- Mexico cannotoffer the samesub- There's a discount.Did you want to
a backbone of their dogma. Now sents economic justice, this is not sidies to their own people. And
learn more about housing, tooththese are just a few examples.
that communism is pretty much economic peace.
brushes, refrigerators, vacations?
dead, what purposedoes May Day
What is economic peace?Well,I Butmostimportantly,MayDay There's a complete lesson plan.
seeeconomic peace as an economy is notabout communism,butcomserve for the world?
Did you know what your neighthink that produces overall for the well- munity. People working together bors are buying? Ijustsold a
WhenIthinkofMayDayI
to
of missiles on display in Russia, being of the world. Bombs are not willfindsimilaritiesand overcome
for ,and
is so satisfied.
think of made,environmental sustainability differences. Communities of laNorthKorea andChina.I
Shouldn't you keepup?
the color red and lots of people is a reality andeconomic justice is bor workingfor abetter world will
And here's a free gift. A free
takeawaysample. Now that you've
forcedto liveunderabrutal system obtained. This is not for theUnited choose not to produce weapons
where freedoms are few and fear States alone,but forthewhole world. but products that provide a higher received something for free, don't
rules the land, a far cry from the Sweatshops are ended,nuclear pro- standard of living. People will be you think you ought to at least buy
duction plants are shut-down and proud to work, instead of simply
original vision.
something?Since you said "no" to
However, May Day was origi- there exists no class warfare. All working. We willallfind that digme about one product and have
nity forothers inlaboris peace and wasted so much of my time,
nallya day of justice.Justicein the people live inpeace.
Thisdrivesme to my mainpoint. justice for all.
factories,in the fields and among
shouldn't youbuy something else?
the classes. This changed with Ihave to ask myself: what is an KevinUhlisajuniorecological Buy this, and we'll send you some
Stalin and, ever since the labor economy for? Most economists studies major. Sendfeedback more free gifts. We'll make this
movement, has tried to place it would say that it is to raise the
happy feeling last.
to uhlk@seattleu.edu

—

—

—

—

May Day; a date for peace
—

Tradeup. Tradedown. As longas
the monetary churn continues, everyone is doing okay.
No payments in three years.
Wow !Look at thelistprice.Look at
the mark-down. The difference is
what you earn. Sign on the dotted
line,and you'll only have 30 years
of monthly payments that add up to
a sum that doesn't matter, but the
monthly sum is what counts. Buy
now,pay later.How about a "good
faith" monetary commitment now?
Earnest money? Don't look now,
but you've won a prize. All you
need to dois send this card in,attend
a workshop, buy a magazine, or
give us yourprivate information.
You've already spent this much
time/energy/money on this product. Shouldn't you just make sure
that youfully explored this opportunity by putting in more?
Don'tlook at all these possibilitiesandconfuse yourself.Why don't
you focus on this? Thechoices are
A, B or C, never X, V or Z. What
you're visualizing doesn't exist.
However,what I
can show youis a
great deal, and it's only good for a
short time. What you'rebuying now
will be worth a lot in a few years.

Think of theresale value on e-bay.
Ican see the "stepwise selling"
coming from along way away, the
small requests and the smallyeses,
the buildup of momentum and the
final commitment. You can take
thisvacuumcleaner homeand keep
it "puppydog close," so you ownit
in your mind already. Once they
have your mind, the rest follows.
The ad slogans have become a
part of our psyche. We love to make
you smile.®If it'sgood, ithas to be
Smuckers.® Be all that you can
be.® A diamondis forever.® \ want
to fly the friendly skies,eatchicken
that's finger lickin' good, wear the
right makeup becauseI'm worth it,
and basicallyhaveit my way while
my insurance company is therelike
a good neighbor. They have me
from the beginning.
Monied relationships. Ever sit
through a divorce —trial in court? It
reduces to money who has how
much, who brought what to therelationship, and who wants to carry
what out. If some research is to be
believed,couples are analyzing the
power relationship continually, of
whobrings how much youth/power/
money/prestige/good looks, to figure out the new calculus of power
between them.
Even charities reek of money.
They just seem lower on the food
chain. The food banks collect old
food while the grocery store donors
collect tax write-offs. Social service agencies will reach out only
within their quotas andcertain formulaic calculations. Relationships
might all be calculations of who
gets what whenand if the tradeoffs
are fair for each.
Iwent shopping for a new car
recently. Six cylinders. Key fob.
Cute grinningcar grille.Only smoke
gray one on the lot. Anchor point
was the car's invoice, padded by
$1,000, of course. My car dealer
was an unsmiling man, but he got
the deal. We bothdid. Ithink.
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What is the most important characteristic a
person must have to be your significant other?
Compiledby: William Hurd

can work
"Honesty, cause I
around the other stuff."
RICK MACKEY, ACCOUNTING, SENIOR

"Trustworthy, deep-thinking
"
and not easily amused.
BRANDI YBARRA, EN-

"Intelligence, ambitious, and
good looks. If you got
" it come

GLISH, FRESHMAN

VALERIE BURRIS, ENGINEERING, FRESHMAN

"The reaction that
"Next it's got to be
the personality, you
you getfrom seeing
them, kind oflike love got to be able to talk
"
"
with the person.
atfirst sight.
OMAR
ARN SALAO,
MOHAMED,
MANAGEMENT,
SENIOR
COMPUTER SCIENCE, SENIOR

"Communication makes the
relationship work; laughter
allows us to let loose and not
take everything so seriously."
MARGARET IRRIBARRA,
PRE-MAJOR, FRESHMAN

find me.

"Third, honesty; the
woman can"'t lie to
me.
CURTIS IHLER,
MANAGEMENT,

SENIOR

"Finally, forgiveness
and understanding. We
"
allmake mistakes.
MICHAELMARSIDI,
HUMANITIES,MARKETING AND MAN-

"Honesty and a good sense of
humor."
ALICIA NICKELL,PREMAJOR, FRESHMAN

"I want them to be genuine
"
and consistent.
STEPHANIE ELLIS,
SPANISH, JUNIOR

AGEMENT, SENIOR

"She must not have male

"

"Respect, integrity and drive,
got to have a go-getter."
I
ESSENCE BATSON,

"Forgiveness."
COMMUNICATION,
CONOR MCCARTHY, 3RD
NICKSHEKERYK,BIOLYEAR LAW STUDENT
FRESHMAN
OGY, FRESHMAN
"I want to look into this woman 's eyes and her to know that this little boy inside me is asking the little girl inside her to love
him and to know that she is asking me the same question."ANONYMOUS
genitalia.

